Programme

6:00pm  Registration
6:30pm  Drinks and Networking
7:15pm  Welcome by Dean
7:25pm  Cake Cutting
7:30pm  Dinner
8:00pm  Stage Performances
Outstanding Alumni Awards
Lucky Draw
10:30pm  Programme Ends
The Department of Computer Science (DCS) was established within the Faculty of Science, Nanyang University.

A three-year degree course in Computer Science was introduced.

The University of Singapore and Nanyang University merged to become National University of Singapore.

The Computer Science Society (CSS) student club was formed.

The NUS School of Computing was established, comprising of the Department of Computer Science and the Department of Information Systems.

The curriculum was revised to offer four-year degree programmes in Computer Science or Information Systems.

CSS was renamed to the NUS Students’ Computing Club.

NUS Computing took occupancy of the new S17 building.

The Department of Computer Science moved to the current COM1 and AS6 buildings. The Department of Information Systems moved to the current COM2 building.

CISAA was renamed to the Computing Alumni Association (CAA).

The Business Analytics degree programme was launched.

NUS Computing earned its best international ranking for computer science and information systems: 8th in the world and 1st in Asia.

Department of Information Systems was renamed to Department of Information Systems and Analytics.

The Department of Computer Science and the Department of Information Systems merged to form the Department of Information Systems and Computer Science (DISCS).

A new integrated Information Systems and Computer Science degree programme was launched.

DISCS took occupancy of the new S15 building.

The Computer and Information Science Alumni Association (CISAA) was established.

DISCS took occupancy of the new S16 building.

A three-year degree course in Computer Science was introduced.

The University of Singapore and Nanyang University merged to become National University of Singapore.

The Computer Science Society (CSS) student club was formed.

The Department of Computer Science (DCS) was established within the Faculty of Science, Nanyang University.

Welcome and thank you for joining us in celebrating our school’s 20th Anniversary. This gala dinner is the last in a series of anniversary events that we held this year. We have had a series of talks by distinguished speakers, beginning with Professor Bill Dally from Stanford University in February, to the most recent one held two days ago, by Professor Monica Lam, who is also from Stanford University. We had a Homecoming Fun Fair in August, where alumni grabbed the opportunity to dunk their profs, play games and win prizes. Just last month, we hosted a Charity Run and raised funds for our student bursaries and for the Movement for the Intellectually Disabled of Singapore (MINDS).

To cap off this eventful anniversary year, we are pleased to host this gala dinner to bring together our alumni, students, faculty members and staff, who not only contributed to the success of the series anniversary events this year, but who also define NUS Computing and contribute to NUS Computing’s international reputation for high quality education, research and innovation. Remember, whether you graduated four decades ago, or earlier this year, you, together with our current students, faculty members and staff, are all part of our NUS Computing family!
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